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A B S T R A C T

                    The formation and properties of star clusters formed at the edges of the H regions are poorly known. In thisII

              paper, we study stellar content, physical conditions, and star formation processes around a relatively unknown

 young H                 II region IRAS 10427-6032, located in the southern outskirts of the Carina Nebula. We study this region

                  by making use of the near infrared (near-IR) data from VISTA, mid infrared (mid-IR) from and WISE, farSpitzer

             infrared (far-IR) from , sub-mm from ATLASGAL, and 843 MHz radio-continuum data. Using multi-bandHerschel

                    photometry, we identify a total of 5 Class I and 29 Class II young stellar object (YSO) candidates, most of which

                 newly identi ed, in the 5fi ′ × 5 ′ region centered on the IRAS source position. Modelling of the spectral energy

               distribution for selected YSO candidates using the radiative transfer models shows that most of these candidates

                  are intermediate mass YSOs in their early evolutionary stages. A majority of the YSO candidates are found to be

            coincident with the cold dense clump at the western rim of the H      II region. Lyman continuum luminosity cal-

                 culation using radio emission indicates the spectral type of the ionizing source to be earlier than B0.5 B1. We–

         identi ed a candidate massive star possibly responsible for the Hfi       II region with an estimated spectral type

              B0 B0.5. The temperature and column density maps of the region constructed by performing pixel-wise modi ed– fi

                  blackbody ts to the thermal dust emission using the far-IR data from the show a high column densityfi Herschel

    shell-like morphology around the H         II region, and low column density (0.6 × 10 22 cm−2    ) and high temperature

      ( 21 K) matter within the H∼               II region. Based on the morphology of the region in the ionized and the molecular

          gas, and the comparison between the estimated timescales of the H        II region and the YSO candidates in the

             clump, we argue that the enhanced star-formation at the western rim of the H       II region is likely due to com-

    pression by the ionized gas.

 1. Introduction

         Massive stars have dramatic in uence on their surroundings. Due tofl

         their strong stellar winds and ionizing ux, they create bubbles/Hfl II

         regions which are routinely detected in mid infrared (mid-IR) wave-
         lengths ( ). These bubbles show spatially coin-Churchwell et al., 2006

          cident emission at mid-IR wavelengths such as MIPS 24 µm,Spitzer

            arising from heated dust grains, and in radio continuum such as 20 cm,

          due to ionized hydrogen in the bubble interiors (Deharveng et al.,
            2010). The bubble rims, on the other hand, are de ned by the emissionfi

         due to polycylic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) visible in certain mid-

          IR wavelengths including IRAC 8.0 µm or WISE 12 µmSpitzer

           ( ).Churchwell et al., 2006; Deharveng et al., 2010; Kendrew et al., 2016

           A strong correlation is found to exist between mid-IR bubbles and cold

            dense clumps in which star formation is likely to occur (Kendrew et al.,

   2016). An expanding H        II region may trigger star formation via the
       radiative-driven implosion (RDI) mechanism ( ) or theBertoldi, 1989

      collect-and-collapse (C&C) process ( ).Elmegreen and Lada, 1977

          Mid-IR bubbles were studied by using theChurchwell et al. (2006)
       Spitzer survey, Galactic Legacy Infrared Mid-Plane Survey Extra-

          ordinaire (GLIMPSE). They found that one-fourth of the bubbles in their
          sample had broken morphology that they attributed to lower density of

        the ambient interstellar medium (ISM) and/or higher ionizing photon
           flux in the open directions. Whereas had foundChurchwell et al. (2006)

      only 25% of bubbles associated with H  II regions,

            Deharveng et al. (2010) found that as many as 86% of bubbles enclose
H            II regions. Moreover, they found that 40% of the bubbles were sur-

          rounded by cold dust detected at 870 µm, whereas 28% contained
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        interacting condensations. More recently, ex-Kendrew et al. (2016)
          amined cold dense clumps detected by the ATLASGAL in and around

          the inner Galactic plane under the Milkyway Galaxy Project. In their
           comprehensive study, they found that 48% of the cold dense clumps∼

           are located in close proximity of bubbles, and among them 25%∼

         appear projected toward bubble rims. As the star-forming clouds are
         often fractal and clumpy, an investigation of which mechanism dom-

       inates star formation at the boarders of H    II regions requires under-
         standing of the physical connection and interaction of the bubbles/H II

         regions with the cold ISM, and their association with stellar/proto-

     stellar content and the timescales involved.
          IRAS 10427-6032 was rst studied by alongfi Kerber et al. (2000)

           with six other planetary nebula (PN) candidates. On the basis of ima-
        ging and spectroscopic observations, concludedKerber et al. (2000)

     that IRAS 10427-6032 is an H        II region, rather than a PN. The uxfl

         densities of IRAS 10427-6032 as measured by IRAS are 3.24(0.16),
           8.47(0.42), 92.8(1.29), and 144(2.16) Jy, in 12, 25, 60, and 100 µm,

          respectively, where the numbers in parenthesis are the errors in uxfl

            densities. Recently, it was identi ed by as an Hfi Anderson et al. (2014) II

              region based on the all sky mid-IR data from the WISE. It is located at

           the southern edge of the Carina Nebula, a highly complex and massive
          star-forming region of our Galaxy. The Carina Nebula is well-known for

           its extreme stellar content including 70 known O stars, 127 B0 B3 stars,–

         3 Wolf-Rayet stars, and the prototypical luminous blue variable η

           Carina ( ). It has also been recognized as a proli c stellarWalborn, 1995 fi

        nursery ( ). Numerous examples of ongoing star formationSmith, 2006

        are found throughout the Nebula despite the hostile environment,“ ”

           particularly so in the southern pillar of the Nebula (Megeath et al.,
           1996; Smith et al., 2010; Sanchawala et al., 2007; Rathborne et al.,

           2002). Using a large 6.7 square degree deep near-IR imaging survey of

         the Nebula the VISTA Carina Nebula Survey (VCNS)– –

        Preibisch et al. (2014) discovered several previously unknown em-

         bedded clusters/groups of YSO candidates ( ). OneZeidler et al., 2016
          such group, J104437.6 604756, is found near the southern edge of the–

            Nebula, at about 1.°3 from the massive star Carina and close toη

           ( 15 ) IRAS 10427-6032. The near-IR images show a presence of a∼ ′′

  faint cluster here.

        We found that IRAS 10427-6032 features a broken bubble.
          Moreover, a compact (semi-major axis 11 , semi-minor axis 5 )∼ ′′ ∼ ′′

          and moderately bright (integrated ux of 3.11 Jy) cold dense clumpfl

        detected by ATLASGAL, AGAL288.069-01.645, is located at an angular

             distance of 15 from the IRAS source ( ).∼ ′′ Contreras et al., 2013 Fig. 1

            shows the 2′ × 2 ′ –field around IRAS 10427-6032 Spitzer 4.5 µm image
   in 1a, VISTA Ks             band in 1b, and WISE RGB image (4.6 µm in blue, 12 µm

              in green, and 22 µm in red) in 1c. With the morphology of a broken
    bubble, presence of an H       II region, and cold dust condensation detected

             at 870 µm, it is an interesting object to study star formation and in-

     vestigate the role of expanding H     II region in ongoing star-formation
          activity. The young stellar populations of the embedded cluster and the

   properties of the bubble/H        II region/cluster have not been studied in the
             literature. In this work, we assume that the region is at the same dis-

           tance (2.3 kpc) as the Carina Nebula ( ). We present anWalborn, 1995 

          analysis of this region using archival and published data from multiple
        wavelengths including near-IR from VCNS, mid-IR from andSpitzer

        WISE, far-IR from and radio-continuum data from MolongloHerschel

           Galactic Plane Survey (MGPS). The rest of the paper is organized as:

            Secton 2 Secton 3describes the archival data used in this work, de-

           scribes our results and gives the conclusions of our work.Secton 4

  2. Archival data

             We study an area of 5′ × 5 ′ around the position of the IRAS 10427-
      6032 for our analysis in this work.

            Fig. 1. The 2′ × 2′ (a) 4.5 µm image, (b) VISTASpitzer K s      -band image, and (c) the RGB

                  (WISE 4.6 µm in blue, 12 µm in green, and 22 µm in red) image of the region. Sources

            marked with box and circle on the 4.5 µm and VISTASpitzer K s    -band image are discussed

                in the text ( ). The big circle of diameter 1.Secton 3.2 ′6 ( ∼ 1 pc assuming the distance to

                the region to be 2.3 kpc) shows the extent of the bubble. The plus symbol marks the

              position of IRAS 10427-6032. The partial ring structure of the region is clearly visible in

                     the 4.5 µm and in WISE 12 µm. North is up and east is to the left in the image. (ForSpitzer

               interpretation of the references to colour in this gure legend, the reader is referred to thefi

    web version of this article.)
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  2.1. Near-IR data

          The VCNS survey ( ) was conducted using thePreibisch et al., 2014
        4 m Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy

             ( ) to obtain a deep 2 × 2 tile image mosaicEmerson et al., 2006

             covering a total sky area of 6.7 square-degrees ( 2.°3 × 2.°9) of∼ ∼

        the Carina Nebula, in the , andJ, H Ks     -bands. The nal VCNS cataloguefi

           contains 3,951,580 sources detected in any two of the three bands with
            5 magnitude limits for sources 20.0, 19.4, and 18.5 mag, in the∼ J,

  H K, and s         bands, respectively. At the brighter end, stars with magni-

  tudes less than =11.8, =  11.2, and =      10.5 mag, are expected to be
           in the nonlinear or saturated regimes of the detectors. For these brighter

          stars, 2MASS magnitudes ( ) are used. The com-Skrutskie et al., 2006
             plete 5′ × 5 ′ data were unavailable in the VCNS as the region lies near

            the edge of the observed VCNS eld. In particular, the survey did notfi

           cover the southern 1. 5 region. We thus downloaded 5∼ ′ ′ × 3 . ′5 cat-
          alog centered on the position of the IRAS 10427-6032 from the

      ( ) using the VizieRPreibisch et al., 2014 1     catalogue access tool. We as
          well downloaded an image for the same eld in thefi Ks   band from the

 VISTA archive 2           . For the southern 5′ × 1 . ′5 area that lacked coverage in

         the VCNS, we downloaded sources from the 2MASS catalogue. The
          2MASS Point Source Catalog ( ) has the 10 de-Skrutskie et al., 2006

            tection limits of 15.8 mag, 15.1 mag, andJ ∼ H ∼ K s   ∼ 14.3 mag.
          From the retrieved VCNS catalogue, there are 2570 detections in the

            J H Kband, 2715 in the band, and 2496 detections in the s   band. For the
          purpose of our analysis of the near-IR color-color diagram and identi-

            fication of YSO candidates, we discarded all detections in the , andJ, H

Ks            bands with signal-to-noise ratio (SN) < 10. This left us with 1888
              sources in the band, 1958 in the band, and 1833 in theJ H Ks  band from

         the VCNS. From the 2MASS we downloaded 62 sources simultaneously

        detected in the three bands with SN > 10.

  2.2. Mid-IR data

            We made use of the data from two surveys, the Vela CarinaSpitzer

         Survey ( ), and the Deep Glimpse SurveyMajewski et al., 2007

          ( ). The Vela Carina Survey covered the GalacticWhitney et al., 2011
          longitudes 255° 295° for a latitude width of about 2°, encompassing 86–

           square degrees of the Carina and Vela regions of the Galactic plane

            ( ). This area was observed in all the four IRACMajewski et al., 2007
            bands centered at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 µm. For the Deep Glimpse

              project, observed the regions, 25° < l < 65°, 0° < b < +2.°7,Spitzer

                 and 265° < l < 350°, 2° < b < +0.°1 in the two IRAC bands 3.6−

             and 4.5 µm only ( ). For both the surveys, two typesWhitney et al., 2011

           of source lists are available for download in the InfraRed Science Ar-
chive,3          a highly reliable point source catalogue, and a more complete

          (but less reliable) point source catalogue. The images available from the
            Vela Carina Survey of this region had IRAS 10427-6032 at the edge of

           the observed pointing (#28850) in all the four bands. Moreover, in the
             4.5 µm and the 8.0 µm images, the observed eld around our target hadfi

            a defect and did not load upon downloading. Due to these issues, we

            found no detections either in the highly reliable or in the most complete
          point-source catalogue in [4.5] and [8.0] bands. We thus largely made

             use of the 3.6 and 4.5 µm images and catalogues from the Deep Glimpse

   Survey in this work.

  2.3. Far-IR data

          We used the data taken with the Photodetector Array Camera and
        Spectrometer (PACS; ) and Spectral andPoglitsch et al., 2010

          Photometric Imaging Receiver (SPIRE; ) of theGri n et al., 2010ffi Her-

             schel Space Observatory, as a part of the Proposal ID OT1 tpreibis 1 (PI:‘ ’

          Thomas Preibisch). For our analyses, we obtained the PACS 70 and
          160 µm level-2.5 maps (processed with SPG v14.2.0) and the SPIRE

          250, 350, and 500 µm extended calibrated level-3 (processed with SPG

         v14.1.0) maps for 5.′5 × 5 .′5 area centered on IRAS 10427-6032, from
   the Science Archive.Herschel 4       The angular resolutions of these maps are

           10′′, 1 3 ′′, 2 0 ′′, 2 6 ′′ ′′and 36 at 70, 160, 250, 350 and 500 µm, respec-
             tively (see ). We note that the SPIRE maps are inPreibisch et al., 2012

    the unit of MJy sr− ,1           while the PACS maps are in the unit of Jy pixel−1.

   2.4. Radio continuum data

        The second epoch Molonglo Galactic Plane Survey (MGPS-2) carried

        out with the Molonglo Observatory Synthesis Telescope surveyed the

  Galactic longitudes 245 −∘ ∘365       for Galactic latitudes | | < 10° atb

           843 MHz ( ). The survey provides 4.°3 × 4.°3Murphy et al., 2007

       mosaic images with 43 × 43 cosec| | ′′
2   resolution. We downloaded

          the original processed image for this region from the website: http://

      www.astrop.physics.usyd.edu.au/mosaics/. We made use of the image
             to derive the physical parameters of the source, as well as to study the

    overall morphology of the region.

 3. Results

    3.1. Identi cation of YSO candidates

            We made use of the near-IR and mid-IR data to identify YSO can-
            didates of the region. We rst plotted a J - H vs.fi H− color-color

             diagram (see a) of sources detected in all the three bands, ,Fig. 2 J, H

 and K s             with SN > 10. There are a total of 2030 such sources (1968

           from VCNS and 62 from 2MASS). The reddening lines are plotted using

            a slightly steeper value of the slope of the reddening law, 1.86, as
           compared to 1.69 from . This value of theRieke and Lebofsky (1985)

           slope was found to most accurately t the particular line of sightfi

         sources for the complete 6.7 square degree eld encompassing thefi

          whole Carina Nebula by . The reddening linesZeidler et al. (2016)

             originating from the tip of the giant branch and the root of the main-
       sequence dwarf locus forms the main-sequence reddening band.

           Sources falling in this reddening band are likely eld stars or evolvedfi

           population of cluster members with little or no near-IR excess (Lada and

          Adams, 1992). Those falling beyond this reddening band, on the redder

           side, are the ones exhibiting near-IR excesses. We plotted a third red-
          dening line originating from the tip of the empirical CTTS locus

           ( ). Regions occupied by the reddened Class II andMeyer et al., 1997
            Class I YSOs ( ) are labeled in the gure. WeLada and Adams, 1992 fi

            found 68 sources with near-IR excess, of which 23 are Class II candi-

          dates. For comparison, the near-IR color-color diagram of the same size
       reference eld as the target eld, centered onfi fi =161.°07337,

=−.          60.°74447, shows only 3 sources in the region occupied by
           reddened Class II YSOs ( b). The remaining 45 sources with near-IRFig. 2

          excesses are occupying a region where Herbig Ae/Be stars are found

           ( ). Some of these sources could be Herbig Ae/BeHillenbrand et al., 1992
          type stars, however, comparison with b suggests a fraction ofFig. 2

            them could as well be contaminants or evolved Ae/Be stars. We thus do
           not include these 45 sources with small near-IR excesses in our dis-

 cussion henceforth.

             Our eld of interest (5fi ′ × 5 ′ around the IRAS source) did not have a
        complete coverage in the Vela-Carina Survey, and additionally su eredff

              a defect in the 4.5 and 8.0 µm images. The Deep Glimpse survey, on the
              other hand, was carried out in only two of the four IRAC bands, 3.6 and

            4.5 µm. Thus, we could not make use of any color-color diagram in-

          volving mid-IR bands alone to identify YSO candidates (Allen et al.,

1 http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR.
2 http://horus.roe.ac.uk/vsa/dbaccess.html.
3              This research has made use of the NASA/ IPAC Infrared Science Archive, which is

          operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under

       contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 4 http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/Herschel/science-archive.
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           2004; Gutermuth et al., 2009). We combined the mid-IR data from the
            Deep Glimpse Survey of with the near-IR data from the VCNS toSpitzer

        identify additional YSO candidates. We cross-matched the sources from
          the two catalogues within 1 search radius to identify counterparts. The′′

    color-color diagram of unreddened K −       [3.6] vs. [3.6] - [4.5] colors of

            the cross-identi ed sources is shown in . In order to estimate thefi Fig. 3
unreddened −         [3.6] and [3.6] - [4.5] colors from the corresponding

          observed colors, we rst used the J - H vs.fi H−  color-color diagram
           ( a) to nd the line-of-sight extinction to the region. In particular,Fig. 2 fi

            we dereddened all the sources falling in the reddening band up to a

         baseline, plotted parallel to the main-sequence dwarf locus (K5 M5), to–

    find the color excesses, E(H−      ). Then we estimated the dereddened

K −       [3.6] colors of sources using the relation, =− −/ 1.49,   ( ) ( [3.6])

           and the dereddened [3.6] - [4.5] colors of sources using the relation,

=− −/ 1.17   ( ) ([3.6] [4.5])         ( ). To select Class II YSOFlaherty et al., 2007

          candidates from this plot, we followed criteriaGutermuth et al. (2009)
  as detailed below:

− − >
− − >

   − − > − × − − −
+

  [[3.6] [4.5]] 0.101

  [ [3.6]] 0

     [ [3.6]] 2.85714 ([[3.6] [4.5]] 0.101)

0.5

0 1

0 2

 0 2 0 1

 Here, 1  and 2         are found using photometric errors in the three mag-

 nitudes K s        , [3.6], and [4.5], by error propagation as,

 = − = −    [[3.6] [4.5]]; [[ ] [3.6]]1 2      . There are 40 sources that
             satis ed this set of criteria so are Class II YSO candidates. Five of thesefi

            sources are found to satisfy an additional criterion and are Class I YSO
candidates:

− − > − × − − − +[      [3.6]] 2.85714 ([[3.6] [4.5]] 0.401) 1.7 0 2 0 1

         To further reduce dim extragalactic contaminants, we imposed a cut
         based on the unreddened 3.6 µm mag as employed by

         Gutermuth et al. (2009). We discarded all sources with [3.6] 0 > 1 5 m a g
     for Class I candidates and [3.6] 0       > 14.5 mag for Class II candidates.

                This leaves us with a total of 11 candidates of which 5 are Class I and 6

          are Class II candidates. Combining with YSO candidates from a,Fig. 2
               we have a total of 29 Class II and 5 Class I candidates. Our strict criteria

           may eliminate some of the genuine YSOs of the region, however we
            prefer to use this secure sample of YSO candidates to study the region.

         Marton et al. (2016) employed support vector machine algorithm to

         determine YSO candidates using all-sky data from WISE and 2MASS.
            Seven of their YSO candidates are found in the region studied in this

           work. In our classi cation scheme, we retrieved 3 of these YSO candi-fi

          dates, whereas the remaining four sources turned out to be non-YSOs

          according to our criteria. We made use of the multi-wavelength in-
           formation to ascertain the nature of these four sources. One of these

   sources ( = 161.°1763118,RA =−.    60.°792419) lacked detection in

             the IRAC [3.6] and [4.5] bands and thus could not be a YSO.Spitzer

    Two sources = 161.°390312,RA =−.    60.°788896, and =RA

161.°1298658, =−.       60.°8153006, did neither show excess in near-
          and mid-IR, nor su ered reddening. These sources were found near theff

       main-sequence branch on the near-IR color-color diagram. These

            sources are thus also ruled out as YSO candidates. The fourth source, RA

 = 161.°1311654, =−.      60.°810078, was found in the main-sequence

         reddening band in the near-IR color-color diagram, however did not
             show excess in the mid-IR, 3.6 and 4.5 µm. Though it could be an

              evolved YSO such as Class III, since it does not t in our YSO identi -fi fi

            cation criteria, to be consistent we do not consider it a YSO candidate.
           We thus conclude that only three of the seven YSO candidates from

              Marton et al. (2016) of this region are likely YSOs. Our nal list of YSOfi

           candidates thus contain 29 Class II candidates and 5 Class I candidates.

             The ratio of Class II/Class I candidates ( 6) indicate that this is a∼

  young star-forming region.

               Fig. 2. (a) The near-IR color-color diagram of sources detected in 5′ × 5 ′ field centered on

                IRAS 10427-6032 with SN > 10 in VCNS and in 2MASS for a sub-region with no data

            within the VCNS. Colors of main-sequence dwarfs and giants are from Bessell and

               Brett (1988) Meyer et al. (1997), and the locus of unreddened CTTS is from . The red-

                 dening lines are plotted with a slope of 1.89 as determined by for thisZeidler et al. (2016)

      line-of-sight sources. The arrow depicts extinction Av        = 5 Mag. The regions where Class I

                and Class II YSO candidates are found are marked on the graph. All sources are shown as

             grey open circles. (b) The near-IR color-color diagram of the reference eld. All curvesfi

          and lines are plotted in an identical manner as in (a).

       Fig. 3. The color-color diagram of dereddened K −        [3.6] versus [3.6] - [4.5] colors of all

               detections with SN > 10 for the 5′ × 5 ′ field centered on IRAS 10427-6032. The regions

              occupied by Class I and Class II YSO candidates according to Gutermuth et al. (2009)

     criteria are demarcated on the gure.fi
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         3.1.1. Mass distribution and spectral energy distribution (SED) tting of
  selected YSO candidates

           To characterize and understand the nature of YSOs in the cluster, we
         constructed the SEDs of YSO candidates for which photometric mag-

            nitudes are available in seven or more bands. There are 7 such sources.

            We tted SEDs to our candidates using the grid of models and ttingfi fi

            tools as described by using theirRobitaille et al. (2006) SED Fitter py-

 thon package 5         . These models were computed using Monte Carlo based
           20,000 2D radiation transfer models from and byWhitney et al. (2003)

         adopting several combinations of the central star, disc, infalling en-

         velope, and bipolar cavity, for a reasonably large parameter space.
             Their total YSO grids consist of 200,000 SEDs as each of the 20,000 YSO

          models have SEDs for ten di erent inclination angles. This tool providesff

            various physical parameters of the YSOs making it an ideal tool to study

       the evolutionary status of YSOs in star-forming regions.

           We used the photometric magnitudes of the YSO candidates in the J,

 H, K s            from VCNS, 3.6 and 4.5 µm from Deep Glimpse Survey, andSpitzer

                12 and 22 µm from WISE W3 and W4 lters. Out of 7, for two of ourfi

         YSO candidates, we could unambiguously nd an optical counterpart infi

             the DSS red image. For these sources, we thus had the 8th data point,

             namely the mag of the source, for the SED tting. The WISE ltersV fi fi

           W1 W4 are not available in the . We thus– SED Fitter python package

           prepared WISE W3 and W4 lters as prescribed infi SED Fitter python

         package using a class Filter to perform broadband convolution, to‘ ’

           obtain the convolved uxes. To do so we used the per-photon relativefl

            system response curves of W3 and W4 bands from .Wright et al. (2010)

           While tting the SEDs we set photometric uncertainties to be 10% offi

           the magnitudes instead of the formal photometric errors in order to tfi
           without any possible bias caused by an underestimate in the ux un-fl

          certainties. Since the distance estimates of the clusters in the Carina

          Nebula have large uncertainties, 2.0 4.0 kpc (– The et al., 1980; Carraro
            et al., 2004; DeGioia-Eastwood et al., 2001; Hur et al., 2012), partly due

           to abnormal reddening law ( ),Feinstein et al., 1973; Carraro et al., 2004
               we used a range of 2.0 3.5 kpc as our input to t the SEDs. For the– fi

           extinction, we used a range of 0 18 mag as the maximum extinction–

             su ered by the sources in our region of study was found to beff A V
∼

      18 mag. Finally we considered models with −2 2   (per data point)
            < 3 relative to the model of best- t for our analysis. The physicalfi

            parameters from the best tted models are given in . The re-fi Table 1

             sultant SED ts to the YSO candidates are given in . The massesfi Fig. 4
             from the SED tting of the YSO candidates vary from 2.7 to 5.1 Mfi  . The

            median age of all YSO candidates is 0.17 Myr. Two YSO candidates,∼

            #1 and #4 in are the youngest sources with estimated agesTable 1

 ∼ 10 4             years. Based on the shape of the SED, the YSO candidate #1 in
  Table 1 ( =161.°142605,RA =−.      60.°804943) is a Class I YSO

           which is also consistent with its identi cation based on both near- andfi

           mid-IR color excess criteria as de ned in . The only otherfi Secton 3.1
            Class I YSO candidate for which the SED was constructed is #2 in

  Table 1 ( =161.°214739,RA =−.     60.°814748). The SED for this
           candidate shows a at spectrum with an estimated age from the SEDfl

           fitting, 0.3 Myr. This YSO thus appears to be somewhat more∼

           evolved compared to #1. All the other YSO candidates whose SEDs are
           presented were identi ed to be Class II YSO candidates and show Classfi

  II type SEDs.
             Fig. 5 shows the near-IR color-magnitude diagram, J vs. J - H, of all

          near-IR sources in our sample. A 1-Myr main-sequence isochrone of the

         Geneva stellar tracks ( ) is overplotted afterLejeune and Schaerer, 2001
   reddening it by AV           = 5 mag and assuming the distance to be 2.3 kpc.

          The value of extinction was determined using the photometry of the
           candidate massive star. As discussed in , the ux of ionizingSecton 3.2 fl

    photons responsible for the H      II region suggests the expected spectral

               type of the star to be B0 B0.5. We adopt the colors of the late-O and∼ –

      early-B main-sequence stars to determine color excesses, −( ) and

−( ),           of the candidate massive star. That gave us a range, AV =
          4.5-5.5 mag, for the extinction su ered by the candidate massive star.ff

      We thus used the median value, A V        = 5 mag, to t the 1-Myr main-fi

         sequence isochrone. Our low-mass YSO candidates are found to cluster

             near a 1 2 Myr PMS isochrones ( ) drawn for the mass-– Siess et al., 2000

   range of 0.1 M   to 7.0 M        . YSO candidates for which SEDs are con-
         structed show general agreement in parameters derived based on SED

            fitting and isochrones. Two of the most evolved YSOs based on the age
             estimation from SED (#5 and #6 in ) are appearing close to orTable 1

          on the main-sequence. The mass estimates based on PMS isochrones for

          roughly half of the YSO candidates are consistent with the estimates
     derived from the SED tting (2fi –5 M      ) whereas show some deviation for

  the remaining candidates.

     3.1.2. Spatial distribution of YSO candidates

           Fig. 6a shows a 2′ × 2 ′ two-color image centered on IRAS 10427-

          6032 with Digitized Sky Survey-2 (DSS-2) r-band in green and Spitzer
             IRAC [4.5] in red. The cold dense clump detected at 870 µm (shown as

            contours) is seen to be adjacent to the optical nebula. b showsFig. 6

            both the 843 MHz radio continuum emission as well as the 870 µm
            emission contours overlaid on a 5′ × 5 ′ field centered on the IRAS ob-

              ject on the DSS-2 r-band image. As can be seen, the cold dust clump is
          protruding into the ionized region. Most of the YSO candidates are

          spatially coincident with the sub-mm contours. A small number of the
           remaining YSO candidates are found to lie on the north-western side of

             the bubble rim whereas a single Class I YSO candidate is found on the

             eastern side of the bubble. Out of the ve Class I YSO candidates, twofi

            are found on each side of the bubble, whereas three are coincident with

       the bubble rim and the cold dust condensation.

           3.2. Physical properties of compact H II region and massive star candidate

            Fig. 7 shows the 3.6 µm image with 843 MHz MGPS-2 con-Spitzer

          tours over-plotted on it. The ionized emission shows a nearly spherical

         morphology which lls the bubble interior almost completely. We usedfi

             the AIPS tasks JMFIT, MAXFIT and IMEAN, on the 843 MHz image to tfi
           the compact core of the ionized emission with a Gaussian model. The

           obtained results are presented in . The angular extent of theTable 2
            nearly spherical source is found to be 110 , which translates to a∼ ′′

             linear diameter of 1.2 pc assuming the cluster to be located at 2.3 kpc.

       We determined the Lyman continuum luminosity (in photons −s 1  ) re-
           quired to generate the observed ux density usingfl Kurtz et al. (1994)

formula:
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 where S
ν

            is the integrated ux density in Jy, D is the distance in kilo-fl

 parsec, T e     is the electron temperature, a(ν, T e     ) is the correction factor,

              and is the frequency in GHz at which the luminosity is to be calcu-ν

   lated. We assumed T e        to be the typical 10000 K, implying (a ν, Te )=0.99

            as seen from Table 6 of . The Lyman continuumMezger et al. (1967)

    luminosity is found to be =
* 1046.9 photons −s 1    . We estimated the

    dynamical age of the H        II region ( ) using two di erent methods. First,t ff

    we used formulaSpitzer (1978)
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            where ( ) is the radius of the H region at timeR t II t, cII    is the speed of

   sound in the H        II region taken to be 11 × 105 cm −1   from Stahler and
   Palla (2005) and R s       is the Stromgren radius ( ), givenStrömgren, 1939

by,
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5 https://github.com/astrofrog/sed tterfi .
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    In the above expression, n o      is the initial ambient density in −cm 3  and 2

           is the total recombination coe cient to the rst excitetd state of hy-ffi fi

   drogen. We assumed 2  to be × − −  2.6 10 cm s 13 3 1  (Stahler and

    Palla, 2005). To estimate n0           , we used the gaseous mass of the H regionII

         (see ), and the measured size of the HSecton 3.3     II region. By assuming a

    uniform density throughout the H    II region, we deduced =   9.3 × 10 3

cm−3      . However, this value of n0         must be only treated as a lower limit of

           the actual density since some of the gaseous mass has already converted
           into stars and some of it has been ionized by the H    II region. The dy-

    namical age of the H       II region using this value of n0    turns out to be

            t=0.30 Myr. If we use an upper limit for the density instead, say =
10 5 cm− ,3            the dynamical age of the H region turns out to beII

 t=0.95 Myr.
         Bisbas et al. (2015) showed that the analytical expression of

           Spitzer (1978) is in agreement with simulations only in the very early

        stages of evolution, but deviates signi cantly at later stages.fi

        Tremblin et al. (2014) studied the evolution of H    II regions in turbulent

           molecular clouds and proposed a new method to estimate the ages of
        OB associations. Comparing the parameters of IRAS 10427-6032 with

            the pressure-size tracks in , the age of the HTremblin et al. (2014) II

             region is 0.5 Myr. However, this age should be treated as a lower∼

         limit since this method is more appropriate for classical H  II regions

         where e ects of magnetic elds and gravity are less importantff fi

             ( ). Based on both the methods, we can say that theTremblin et al., 2014

 Table 1

    Main parameters from SED analysis.

       No. Class RA (deg) Dec. (deg) log t*   Mass log M disk log ˙  log T*  log L total A V min
2

    (J2000) (J2000) (log yr) (M   ) (log M ) (log ⊙ −1 )    (log K) (log L     ) (mag) (per data point)

         1 I 161.142605 60.804943 4.09 ± 0.64 3.01 ± 1.74−  − ±1.88 0.80  − ±6.40 1.11          3.63 ± 0.05 1.94 ± 0.42 16.82 ± 3.4 4.84

         2 II 161.214739 60.814748 5.48 ± 0.78 2.75 ± 1.55−  − ±1.52 1.32  − ±7.73 1.48          3.74 ± 0.89 1.57 ± 0.57 7.31 ± 4.28 2.14

         3 II 161.163985 60.793807 4.75 ± 0.38 2.83 ± 1.77−  − ±2.04 0.78  − ±6.70 0.88          3.63 ± 0.02 1.73 ± 0.41 10.9 ± 0.42 5.57

         4 II 161.163399 60.794834 3.89 ± 0.21 5.17 ± 1.02−  − ±2.03 0.85  − ±7.49 0.76          3.89 ± 0.21 2.50 ± 0.39 9.87 ± 4.27 18.9

         5 II 161.156170 60.799027 6.58 ± 0.26 3.89 ± 0.62−  − ±2.45 0.71  − ±8.36 1.12          4.14 ± 0.04 2.26 ± 0.27 7.88 ± 2.44 9.67

         6 II 161.133327 60.762207 6.35 ± 0.40 2.91 ± 0.69−  − ±4.37 1.17  − ±10.1 2.10          3.86 ± 0.18 1.51 ± 0.51 3.00 ± 1.25 6.02

         7 II/III 161.157004 60.800308 5.48 ± 0.78 2.75 ± 1.55−  − ±1.52 1.32  − ±7.73 1.48          3.74 ± 0.89 1.57 ± 0.57 7.31 ± 4.28 2.14

                   Fig. 4. The best t SEDs of YSO candidates (a) 161.142605-60.804943 (b) 161.214739-60.814748 (c) 161.163399-60.794834 (d) 161.163985-60.793807 (e) 161.15617-60.799027 (f)fi

                          161.157004-60.800308 and (g) 161.133327-60.762207. The black dots mark the data points. The solid black curve is the best tted model, while the grey curves denote the subsequentfi

  good ts forfi −2 2     (per data point) < 3.
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            dynamical age of the H region may range between 0.3 Myr andII

     0.95 Myr. A comparison of logS *     value with the values from
          Panagia (1973), assuming a ZAMS, suggests a spectral type of B0.5 B1–

   for the ionizing source.
          There are two bright sources nearby the position of IRAS 10427-

   6032, a source =161.°16058,RA =−.    60.°80089 at an angular

 distance of ∼ ″
5 ,    and another source =161.°16329,RA

=−.      60.°80317 at an angular distance of ∼ ″
9    . These bright sources

             are marked with a box and a circle, respectively in . The closerFig. 1

 source ( =161.°16058, =−.      60.°80089) is detected only in IRAC
               3.6 µm and 4.5 µm, and becomes too faint to be visible in the 5.8 µm

             image from the Vela-Carina Survey. It is also too faint to be visible in
          the WISE 12 and 22 µm images. The farther source ( =161.°16329,

=−.         60.°80317) appears to be a candidate massive star responsible

  for the H            II region as it is seen to brighten up from the K s   band to Spitzer

              IRAC 3.6 µm and 4.5 µm to WISE 12 µm and remains the only visible

            bright source in WISE 22 µm in the studied region. We constructed the
         SED of this source using its photometric magnitudes/ uxes in eightfl

         bands, optical , and , VISTAB, V I J, H, K s      , and IRAC 3.6 andSpitzer

               4.5 µm. The tted SED is shown in . The best t model suggests afi Fig. 8 fi

          spectral type B0 B0.5 of the source and an e ective temperature of– ff

           25,000 K. This is consistent with the ionizing ux of the Hfl  II region.

      3.3. Herschel column density and temperature maps

        Herschel observations with a wide wavelength coverage can reveal

          the dust properties of a cloud complex. To explore dust properties
         around IRAS 10427-6032, we derived the column density and tem-

        perature maps by performing a pixel-to-pixel modi ed black-bodyfi fit to
           the 160, 250, 350 and 500 µm images following the procedureHerschel

          outlined in . Prior to performing the modi edMallick et al. (2015) fi

            black-body t, we rst converted all the SPIRE images to the PACS uxfi fi fl

   unit (i.e., Jy pixel−1         ). Then, we convolved and regrided all the shorter

            wavelength images to the resolution and pixel size of the 500 µm map.
         Next, to minimize the contribution of possible excess dust emission

       along the line-of-sight, we subtracted the corresponding background
           fl fiux, estimated from a eld nearly devoid of emission, from each image.

           In the nal step, we tted the modi ed black-body on these backgroundfi fi fi

          subtracted images using the formula given in .Mallick et al. (2015)
            While tting, we used a dust spectral index of =2, and the dustfi

      opacity per unit mass column density (κν    ) as given in
   Beckwith et al. (1990), =    0.1 ( /1000 GHz) cm2   /gm, leaving the

  dust temperature (T dust      ) and dust column density (N(H 2   )) as free

          parameters. Since we are more interested in cold dust properties, to
       avoid contribution from stochastically heated small grains (Compiègne

              et al., 2010; Pavlyuchenkov et al., 2013), we did not use 70 µm data in
  the tting procedure.fi

        Fig. 9 shows the low-resolution ( 37 ), beam-averaged, dust∼ ′′

         temperature and dust column density maps, and their correlations with
            the ionized gas over 5.′ 5 × 5. ′5 area centered on IRAS object. As can be

          seen from a, though the temperature shows a distribution betweenFig. 9
                10 to 21 K, it is higher near the infrared cluster, peaking at 21 K. In∼

           contrast, the column density map ( b) shows, in general, a lowFig. 9

          column density towards the cluster center with an average value of
   ∼ 0.6 × 10 22 cm− ,2        whereas relatively higher in the outskirts of the

          cluster, particularly within the annular area marked on the gure. Thefi

          average value in the annular area is 1.3 × 10∼

22 cm −2    . c showsFig. 9

      Fig. 5. The color-magnitude diagram vs.J −       of all sources (grey open circles) de-

                tected in 5′ × 5 ′ field centered on IRAS 10427-6032 with SN > 10 in VCNS and in

               2MASS for a sub-region with no data within the VCNS. The Class II YSO candidates are

              shown as lled triangles, Class I YSO candidates are shown as lled circles and thefi fi

              candidate massive star is shown as a blue asterisk. Sources for which SEDs are constructed

              are marked with large open circles. The most massive members of the region are ttedfi

            with a 1 Myr main-sequence isochrone (red color) of the Geneva stellar tracks

        ( ) after dereddening it byLejeune and Schaerer, 2001 A V     = 5.0 mag, whereas low-mass

             YSO candidates are tted by pre-main sequence isochrones of 1 Myr (green color) andfi

              2 Myr (black color) from for the mass-range of 0.1 MSiess et al. (2000)   to 7.0 M   . One of

                  the Class I YSO candidates has no detection in the band and thus is not plotted on theJ

              graph. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this gure legend, the reader isfi

       referred to the web version of this article.)

               Fig. 6. (a) The two-color 2′ × 2 ′ field around IRAS 10427-6032 with the DSS-2 -band inr

               green and the IRAC 4.5 µm in red. The 870 µm contours from ATLASGAL areSpitzer

               overlaid on the image. (b) The 5′ × 5 ′ field around IRAS 10427-6032 in the DSS-2 r-band.

              The 843 MHz contours from the MGPS-2 (yellow) and the 870 µm contours from the

             ATLASGAL (cyan) are overlaid on the image. The YSO candidates are marked as magenta

                circles (Class II) and red circles (Class I). The candidate massive star is marked as a blue

              circle. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this gure legend, the reader isfi

       referred to the web version of this article.)
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          the low-resolution ( 43∼ ′′ × 4 9′′) radio continuum view of the IRAS

            10427-6032 region at 843 MHz. As can be seen, the radio emission is
            stronger at the center of the image corresponding to the location of the

           massive star (marked with a star symbol) and the cluster. The contours
             overlaid on the 843 MHz map are from the temperature map and are at

             15, 17, 19 and 21 K. The average temperature at the outskirts of the

            cluster, particularly in the annular area, is 10K. Overall the 843 MHz∼

         and temperature maps show strong correlation, i.e., the warmer zone

          corresponds to the zone of stronger free-free emission implying that the
         relative high temperature observed at the cluster location is primarily

           due to the radiation from the members of the cluster. Though the
           Herschel maps are of low-resolution, yet a careful look seems to indicate

         a possible presence of a temperature gradient with temperature de-
        creasing from northwest to southwest, consistent with the broken

   morphology of the H       II region, observed in the high-resolution optical

        and infra-red images. These signatures suggest that the H   II region is
        possibly in its early phase of champagne- ow ( ).“ fl ” Tenorio-Tagle, 1979

      We estimate the total gaseous mass (Mgas      ) associated with the H II

            region using the integrated column density over the size of the H II

    region using the following equation:

= m ΣH H pix 2 (1)

      where is the mean molecular weight, mH      is the mass of the hydrogen

 atom, H 2    is the summed H2    column density, and A pix     is the area of a
  pixel in cm−2           at the distance of the region. The resultant mass is ∼

 220 M .

  3.4. Star formation

           Feedback from massive stars plays a critical role in the star forma-

         tion processes and evolution of molecular clouds. In particular, ex-
 panding H           II regions may have a positive e ect on star formation, i.e.,ff

          they can trigger new generation of star formation in molecular clouds.
          From a theoretical point of view, two main triggering mechanisms have

           been suggested: C&C and RDI. In the C&C process, when an H  II region
           expands in a homogeneous medium, it sweeps the nearby ISM into a

       dense shell. If the expansion of the H      II region continues for long en-

            ough, the surface density of the shell increases to the point where the
         shell becomes self-gravitating and fragments leading to the formation of

         massive condensations that are potential sites for subsequent star for-

           mation ( ). In the C&C process as shown inElmegreen and Lada, 1977
          simulations and , evenlyWhitworth et al. (1994) Dale et al. (2007)

       spaced massive fragments are expected around the H   II regions (e.g.,
            Zavagno et al., 2006; Samal et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016). However,

          molecular clouds are often fractal and clumpy. Thus the clumpiness of

            the dense shell (or dense condensations in the shell) can be attributed to
          density structures in the fractal molecular cloud into which the H II

            region (see discussions in ) expands. In RDI, an ex-Walch et al., 2013
 panding H          II region overruns a pre-existing cloud, it drives an ionization

             front and a shock wave into the cloud. As a consequence, the inner parts
         of the cloud are compressed, and may become gravitationally unstable,

           collapsing to form new stars ( ). Pro-Bertoldi, 1989; Bisbas et al., 2011

         truding structures (e.g., elephant trunks or bright rimmed clouds) found
     at the edges of the H         II regions with YSOs or cores inside, are often

           considered as the signature of the RDI process (e.g., Morgan et al.,
        2008; Chauhan et al., 2011a,b; Panwar et al., 2014).

       Walch et al. (2015) performed smoothed particle hydrodynamics

  simulations of H        II regions expanding into fractal molecular clouds and
           suggested that in a clumpy medium, a hybrid form of triggering, which

          combines elements of C&C and RDI, should be more appropriate (e.g.,
            Jose et al., 2013). They found, in a fractal medium, during the expan-

   sion of the H           II region and the collection of the dense shell, the pre-

          existing density structures are enhanced and lead to a clumpy dis-
           tribution within the shell. The masses and locations of the clumps de-

          pend on the fractal density structure of the molecular cloud. Subse-
            quently, the clumps grow in mass, and at the same time they are

     overrun and compressed by the H      II region, until they become grav-

       itationally unstable and collapse to form new stars.
          As discussed in , the annular area around the HSecton 3.3  II region

         represents the location of higher column densities. The average column
           density within the annular area is approximately higher by a factor of

        two than the average column density within the H    II region. Though the

           resolution of the images are not high enough to discuss theHerschel

       morphology of the dust around the compact H     II region in ner details,fi

        in general the column density distribution around the H  II region
         broadly represents the accumulated cold matter such as those observed

               Fig. 7. The 5Spitzer ′ × 5′ 3.6 µm image centered on IRAS 10427-6032. The contours of

              843 MHz radio continuum data from MGPS-2 are overlaid on the image. The position of

                the IRAS source is marked with a plus symbol. The big circle shows the extent of the

      bubble and has a diameter of 1. 6.′

 Table 2

    Fitting results of compact H  II region.

      2D Gaussian t size 56.62 × 53.30fi ′′ ′′

   Position angle (deg) 67.446

    Peak ux density (mJy beamfl − 1) 133.93

    Integrated ux density (mJy) 171.5fl

             Fig. 8. The SED tting of the zero-age main-sequence candidate massive star. The best- tfi fi

              model suggests an e ective temperature of 25,000 K. The black dots mark the data points.ff

               The solid black curve is the best tted model, while the grey curves denote the subsequentfi

  good ts forfi −2
min
2     (per data point) < 3.
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            at the borders of several Galactic H regions (e.gII Deharveng et al.,
      2010). Largely, it appears that the H      II region has accumulated some of

     the di use ISM into a shell.ff

           We nd the observed column density in the shell is comparable tofi

     the column density required (∼ 6 × 10 21 cm−2    ) for fragmentation to

          happen through C&C process (see ). Thus theWhitworth et al., 1994

           Fig. 9. (a) Dust temperature map, and (b) column density map around

           IRAS 10427-6032 for a 5.′5 × 5. ′5 eld derived from images in colourfi Herschel

               scale. We note some of the pixels of these images had NaN values (owing to bad

            pixel values in the original images). These pixels have been replaced withHerschel

              the values of the nearby pixels. (c) The 843 MHz radio continuum map, tracing the

          ionized gas around IRAS 10427-6032, with overlaid dust temperature contours at

            15,17,19 and 21 K. The green circles represent the approximate inner and outer

        boundaries of high column density regions around the H     II region. The 870 µm

            emission is shown in cyan contours. (For interpretation of the references to colour

              in this gure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)fi
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           shell may be in its initial stage of fragmentation. However, as discussed
            in , a compact 870 µm ATLASGAL clump lies at the wes-Section 3.1.2

            tern side of the infrared bubble, and this is the only ATLASGAL clump
   observed around the H         II region. We note ATLASGAL 870 µm images are

              more sensitive to dense cold gas than di use gas. The clump lies 27ff ∼ ′′

          away from the massive star (see c) and dummyTXdummy- pro-Fig. 9
         trudes into the ionization region. Majority of the YSO candidates

           identi ed in the region are found to be coincident with the ATLASGALfi

           clump, indicating the star formation in the clump is more active com-

            pared to the other parts of the region. Our results suggest, although the

H            II region has collected some of the cold ISM around its periphery
        (perhaps through C&C process), the enhanced star formation observed

            at its western side is unlikely due to the fragmentation of the collected
          material, rather seems due to the compression of a pre-existing clump.

            The fact that the average age of seven YSO candidates with SED ts,fi

             0.17 Myr, is smaller by a factor of 2 5 as compared to the dynamical–

   age of the H          II region (0.30-0.95 Myr), supports the role of expanding H

             II region in triggering star formation in the clump. To put the star for-
            mation scenario of the region on a rm footing though, a detailed ve-fi

           locity and age measurements of the point sources, and kinematics of the

   cold gas are needed.

 4. Conclusions

         We studied a 5′ × 5 ′ region around a compact H  II region,
          IRAS 10427-6032, using the near-IR data from the VCNS, archival data

        from , WISE, , ATLASGAL, and MGPS-2. We identi edSpitzer Herschel fi

           YSO candidates of the region using a combination of near-IR and mid-IR
             data. Our conservative criteria result in 5 Class I and 29 Class II YSO

             candidates. The ratio ( 6) of the Class II to Class I YSO candidates∼

          suggests that this is a young cluster. We derived approximate physical
         parameters of seven YSO candidates with photometric information in 7

            or more bands, by constructing SEDs. The SED ts show that these YSOfi

          candidates are all intermediate mass with masses ranging from ∼ 2 t o

5 M          , and in early evolutionary stages with an average age

            ∼ 0.17 Myr. Whereas the brighter sources are found to lie along a
   1 Myr reddened (AV       =5.0 mag) main-sequence isochrone, the low- and

          intermediate mass- YSO candidates are clustered around a 1 Myr and
          2 Myr pre-main sequence isochrones. The mass distribution of all YSO

         candidates based on the isochrone tting ranges from 0.1 Mfi   to 5 M .
          The 843 MHz radio continuum data shows a nearly spherical com-

          pact radio source. The linear dimension of the source, assuming the

            distance to the region 2.3 kpc, is 1.2 pc. This implies that∼

     IRAS 10427-6032 is a compact H      II region. The Lyman continuum lu-

    minosity of the source, 1046.9 photons −s ,1    suggests a ZAMS spectral
            type of the ionizing source to be B0.5 B1 or earlier assuming a single–

           responsible source. The candidate massive star is found at 9 from∼ ′′

          the IRAS position and correlates well with the ionized emission. Its
           expected spectral type based on the SED t, B0 B0.5, also matches withfi –

        the Lyman continuum luminosity derived from the radio continuum
      data. The dynamical age of the H       II region is estimated to range between

 0.30-0.95 Myr.

       We present low-resolution ( 37 ), beam-averaged, dust tem-∼ ′′

         perature and dust column density maps generated using the Herschel

            data. The temperature distribution is found to vary between 10 to 21 K
            with higher temperature peaking at 21 K near the location of the∼

            infrared cluster, and an average value of 15.5 K, away from the∼

           cluster. In contrast, the column density map shows a low column den-
            sity towards cluster center with an average value of 0.6 × 10∼

22

cm− ,2        whereas a relatively higher, 1.3 × 10∼

22 cm− ,2   in the annular
   area around the H        II region. This annular region likely represents the

     accumulated cold matter around the H       II region which is in its initial

  stage of fragmentation.
        IRAS 10427-6032 shows a broken bubble morphology in mid-IR

          images. The bubble of 1. 6 diameter has approximately two-third of∼ ′

            its western rim intact and about one-third of the eastern side open. The

          presence of temperature gradient, in which the temperature is seen to
         decrease from northwest to southwest in the temperature pro le con-fi

          structed using the data, is consistent with the broken mor-Herschel

   phology of the H            II IIregion, hinting that the H region is possibly in its

   early phase of champagne- ow .“ fl ”

           The 870 µm ATLASGAL contours are along the western rim of the
          bubble, and show some amount of protruding in the ionized region.

           From the spatial correlation it appears to be an interacting cold dust
          condensation. Majority of the identi ed YSO candidates are found to befi

           coincident with the sub-mm contours and are either found to lie along

            the bubble rim or into the bubble interior adjacent to the western rim.
             Two of our ve Class I YSO candidates are found in the dense shellfi

  surrounding the H          II region, one on the bubble rim, whereas the re-
           maining two are found in the bubble interiors. The spatial correlation of

            YSO candidates with the clump, and the greater dynamical age of the H

              II region, by a factor 2-5, than the average age of the YSO candidates,∼

            indicate that the enhanced star formation on the western rim of the H II

         region could be due to compression of the pre-existing clump.
        Spectroscopic information of the ionizing star of the H    II region and YSO

          candidates on the border, is necessary to strengthen the hypothesis of

     triggering in this star forming region.
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